What is the Access Facelift?
Are you looking for an alternative beauty technique?
The Access Facelift® is a nurturing body process from Access Consciousness® that uses energies to
transform your face and your body. It's a wonderful way to both rejuvenate and reverse the appearance
of ageing.
Every time you look in the mirror and judge you, the cells remember and lock that judgment into the
cells.
The Access Facelift erases cellular memory of judgment and rejuvenates the body and the being!
Once we release and get rid of the judgments we project at our faces in the mirror, our body has the
space to regenerate itself.
What if you could have more youthful skin, firmer body, and fewer judgments? Naturally!
People have reported changes in the following:
-

The light and luminosity of the face

-

The elasticity of the skin

-

Clarity of the eyes

-

Glow in the hair

-

Lifting of breasts and buttocks

-

Improved energy

-

Increased relaxation

Who is this class for?
Anybody can attend this one day class you can learn for fun or add this to your business there are no
pre-requisites.
This certified Access Facelift® training is suitable for beauticians, masseuses, body-workers or for friends
who may like to run this on each other.
During this class you will:
Play with potent clearings and facilitation on any questions you have related to ageing and
getting older
Receive more than 25 processes woven together to clear old stress energies on the skin and
around the bio-energetic field caused by emotional blockages and environmental pollution

-

Learn how to give and receive a complete Access Facelift® session

-

Look at how you can use this on other parts of the body

-

Leave with your practitioner certification and the Access Facelift® manual and head chart

-

Receive a gift of mp3 clearings to change the ageing process.

Your investment is 800 lei.
Children under the age of 16, accompanied by their parents, receive the free course and the chance to
change things in this life in a magical way.
Young people between 16-18 years old, accompanied by the parents registered, receive the course at
half price: 400 lei.
See you soon!

